Abstract In this investigation, we present an alternative technique to characterize the vibration signals by utilizing the morphological pattern spectrum (MPS) based on the mathematical morphology theory. Different from the conventional morphological pattern spectrum which is based on morphological open operator, we extend the morphological pattern spectrum with other morphological operators. Vibration signals measured from a gearbox with three operating states are employed to evaluate the effectiveness of MPS. Experimental results have demonstrated the extended MPS calculated based on morphological erosion operator to be very effective on characterizing vibration signals for gear fault diagnosis.
Introduction
Characterizing the vibration signals with appropriate features is the most significant issue to machine fault diagnosis. The features are required to contain necessary discriminative information for classifiers to achieve a better classification performance in identifying mechanical faults.
In this work, we present an alternative way to characterize the vibration signals for gear fault diagnosis based on the morphological pattern spectrum. The morphological pattern spectrum (MPS), which can be computed using a technique from mathematical morphology known as granulometries, has been broadly used in image analysis area [1] [2] [3] . We experimentally evaluate and compare the MPS technique with the traditional feature extraction methods. Experimental results have ascertained the effectiveness of the MPS technique for accurate fault diagnosis of gear.
Morphological pattern spectrum
Basic theories on mathematical morphology. The basic operators of MM include dilation, erosion, opening and closing. The definitions of these morphological operators are given as follow. Let ) (n f be the discrete one dimension signal over a domain
and let ) (m g be the structure element over a domain
, the dilation and erosion operators are defined as:
where [ represents the operator of dilation and Ï represents the operator of erosion. More details about the morphological operations and the structure elements can be found in [1] . The opening and closing operators are constructed based on the dilation and erosion operators, which are defined as:
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Morphological pattern spectrum. The concept of morphological pattern spectrum or granulometric curve was introduced first by Matheron [2] as tools to extract size distributions from binary images. A measure ) ( X U can be defined to quantify the rate at which X is being sieved. In most cases, ) (X U is simple taken to be the area of X . Then the morphological pattern spectrum (MPS) [3] can be defined as:
where r is the size scale, g is the unit structure element and rg is defined as:
Furthermore, the MPS can be extended to one-dimensional signals. In this case, the measure ) ( X U can be defined as the integral (sum of the gray levels) of X over the signal domain, means the area of X. In the phase of our study, the vibration signals from different gear states can be characterized by the morphological pattern spectrum. By classifying the vibration signals using the MPS more accurately, we can obtain a better performance for gear fault diagnosis.
It can be observed in Eq. (5) that, the conventional MPS is calculated based on the morphological opening operator, which has been proved to be very effective in analyzing binary images. However, it may not be in analyzing one-dimensional signals. So we extend the MPS to be calculated by four types of morphological operators, mean the morphological dilation, morphological erosion, and morphological open and morphological close, in our work.
Experimental results
Gear experiment system. The vibration data of gear used in this paper was acquired from a two stage gearbox. Two different type fault types, i.e. gear root crack and tooth wear were set to middle gear B in the experiment. Therefore, three gear states i.e., normal condition, middle gear B tooth crack and middle gear tooth B wear were simulated in the test for evaluating the proposed methods. 6400 and the sample number is 6400 points. In this work, the signals acquired from the S6 were analyzed due to it is the nearest sensor to middle gear B. We collected 40 samples for each gear state and there 120 samples were collected in total. Fig.2 has demonstrated the waveform of vibration signal of three gear states acquired from S6. 
Characterizing vibration signals using Morphological pattern spectrum (MPS).
In this subsection, the MPS is employed to characterize the vibration signals. In this work, we utilize the four morphological operators, mean the dilation, erosion, open and close to calculate the morphological pattern spectrum. The flat structure element is utilized in our work. The scale r is set to be 1~30. Fig.3 illustrates the MPS calculated by four types of morphological operators, respectively. In each figure, the MPS of five samples of each gear state are displayed. It can be observed that, the three gear states can be discriminated by the MPS. We will assess the performances of the above four MPSs for classifying the gear states in next subsection.
Classification results. In order to evaluate the performances of the above feature extraction approaches, three popular classifiers means the K nearest neighbor classifier (KNNC) [4] , Na ve Bayes classifier) (NBC) [5] and least-square support vector machine (LS-SVM) [6] were employed as induction algorithms for gear fault classification. The KNNC and NBC were implemented by utilizing the Matlab Toolbox for Pattern Recognition (PRTools 4.1) [7] . The LS-SVM was implemented by the LS-SVMlab1.5, which can be downloaded from [8] . The parameters of the LS-SVM were optimized by cross-validation method.
As mentioned in section 3.1, we collected 120 samples from S6 in the experiment. The dataset was segmented to two parts, 60 samples (20 samples of each gear state) were employed as the training dataset and the other 60 samples were used as testing dataset. We did this segmentation randomly for 20 times for each dataset to get a more robust evaluation results. The classification results of the traditional statistical parameters (maximum, minimum, peak-peak, RMS, kurtosis, skewness, crest factor, impulse factor, shape factor and clearance factor) and the four MPSs using KNNC, NBC and SVM are summarized in Table 1 . It can be noticed in Table 1 that, the MPSs with all the four type morphological operators show constant better performances over the statistical features. Another finding is that MPS calculated by morphological erosion gives the best classification results constantly on the three classifiers. It accords with the visual inspection in Figure 3 . Therefore, the MPS calculated by morphological erosion seems to be an attractive scheme to characterize vibration signals for accurate classification of gear faults in applications.
Conclusion
This investigation has proposed an available feature extraction scheme by utilizing the morphological pattern spectrum (MPS) for gear fault diagnosis. Vibration signals acquired from a gearbox with three operating states were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the morphological pattern spectrum. Experimental results on classifying the three gear operating states have revealed the superiority of the proposed MPS over the traditional statistical feature extraction methods.
Furthermore, we investigated the effects of the morphological operators, mean dilation, erosion, open and close on the discriminative capacity of gear defects. Results have demonstrated that the morphological erosion achieves the best performance on identifying the gear operating states. Our study has demonstrated that the morphological pattern spectrum to be a desirable technique to characterize the vibration signals for gear fault diagnosis. It can be also employed for faults identification on other mechanical equipments such as bearings and engines.
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